Weekly Tracking Corruption

Corruption has also invaded the sports sector.

Here is an account of a corruption transaction in football clubs involving the Uganda Premier League.

Corruption is a global problem that affects various sectors, including sports. The Uganda Premier League has not been spared, with cases of corruption surfacing regularly.

A recent incident involved the act of fixing football matches. The Uganda Premier League is a top-tier football competition in Uganda, and corruption in this sector can lead to serious consequences for both the league and its participants.

The case at hand involved a fix in a recent match, where one team agreed to lose the game in exchange for a monetary reward. This kind of corruption not only undermines the integrity of the sport but also affects the financial stability of the league.

In response to such incidents, authorities have stepped up their efforts to prevent and investigate cases of corruption. The Uganda Football Association, for instance, has a dedicated Anti-Corruption Committee that investigates and punishes any form of match-fixing.

However, despite these efforts, the problem persists, and continuous vigilance is needed to maintain the clean image of the sport. The recent case serves as a reminder of the ongoing struggle against corruption in the football world.

For any questions and support requests during this time, please contact the Country Director, HROE Director, or by simply clicking here.

AAU starts Country Strategic Paper development

This week, a team of International consultants will be traveling to Kapchorwa to see the implementation of CSPIV. A CSPV development team comprising of ten members was constituted in an open and participatory approach of all ActionAid staff, partners and Ugandans at large.

This is the first step in developing the Fifth Country Strategy Paper(CSP) since it started in 1983. ActionAid Uganda is currently hosting consultants commissioned by the ActionAid international secretariat to guide the process for the next strategy. The team agreed on a road map that will ensure that the drafting of the strategic paper is completed by December 2016. This will then be shared with the AAU Governing board in the first quarter of 2017 and submitted along the General Assembly for approval by June of 2017.
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During the meeting, the leadership team discussed the visioning and concretization of the project in restoring dignity to the marginalised people. According to the Impact Assessment and Shared Learning Manager; Stanley Wobusobozi the exercise will play a very vital role in the development of the ActionAid International Strategy.

The current strategy (CSPIV) has been aligned to the ActionAid's WORIA project. This is the third of its kind being rolled out in Uganda. The exercise is expected to end next year. Their findings will shape the International Strategy Paper and will be the basis for the new strategy for the organisation.

A similar exercise was conducted in 1992.